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$GAT
1.000.000.000.000.000
0.5% and LOCK 1 YEAR

(RELEASE 10%/MONTH, STARTING FROM 22/3/2021)

0.5% OF TOTAL SUPPLY

(WILL BE PUBLIC ON SITE, WILL USE FOR LISTING, AUDIT, COMMERCIALS,…)

49% OF TOTAL SUPPLY
5BNB + 490.000.000.000.000

OVERVIEW
$GAT (Green Apple Token) is an EXPERIMENTAL progressive deflationary DEFI
token built to succeed
The whole idea behind GAT is to provide a #SAFE playground for #FRUITLOVERS.
GAT seeks to build on the existing models of static reward tokens to hope that will
be no DIPs at all.
WHY STATICS?
Static rewards solve a host of problems. The reward amount is #Benefital for all
#TRUEHODLERs and #Encouragement for #NEWHODLERs. In theory, with the
manual burn function and a depreciating supply, even a small holder at the
beginning could potentially walk away with big money at the end of the token’s
lifespan.
AUTOMATIC LP
Automatic LP is the secret sauce of GAT. Here we have a function that acts as a
two-fold beneficial implementation for holders. First, the contract sucks up
tokens from sellers and buyers alike, and adds them to the LP creating a solid
price floor. Second, the penalty acts as an arbitrage resistant mechanism that
secures the volume of GAT as a reward for the holders. In theory, the added LP

creates a stability from the supplied LP by adding the tax to the overall liquidity
of the token, thus increasing the tokens overall LP and supporting the price floor
of the token. This is different from the burn function of other reflection tokens
which is only beneficial in the short term from the granted reduction of supply.
As the GAT token LP increases, the price stability mirrors this function with the
benefit of a solid price floor and cushion for holders. The goal here is to prevent
the larger dips when whales decide to sell their tokens later in the game, which
keeps the price from fluctuating as much as if there was no automatic LP
function. All of this is an effort to alleviate some of the troubles we have seen
with the current DeFi reflection tokens. We are confident that this model and
protocol will prevail over the outdated reflection tokens for these reasons.

$GAT is a token with a max circulating supply of 100 Quadrillion. On each
transaction, a tax of 3% will be REWARDED to all the HODLERS and others 2% will
be SENT TO THE BLACKHOLE (BURNED). As the supply decreases, the value of GAT
increases. Without a burning limit, you know what happens next!
GAT ECOSYSTEM
GAT is build on Binance Smart Chain, sooner or later we’ll have on Etherium
blockchain too.
BURN RATE
Each transaction triggers a burn rate of 2%, which decreases the supply of GAT
overtime.
REWARDS
Hodlers will be rewarded with a 3% tax on each transaction to punish
#WEAKHANDS. (YOU WONT BE RICH IF YOU CANT HODL – CZ)
FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
GAT will make lots of partnerships overtime. NFTshop, farming, staking, GATswap,
and many more (we wont spoil all of it, the best is yet to come).

MOST IMPORTANT PART
Our roadmap could be change through time.
WHY? We work base on #COMMUNITYVOTES and Each people hodl more than
1% of the supply could propose #ULTILITIES and if we get more than 80% of the
community’s vote. We will make it happen.
Sounds fair? Let us know! WE LOVE YOU, our beloved community!

